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Noo 50/34 Statement by bSr . L .Bo Pearson, Secretâry of
State for External Affairs and Chairman of
the Canadian Delegâtion to the United Nations
General Assembly, made in the Plenary Séssion on
September 27, 1950 .

During its brief history, the United Nations
has existed under a shadow of fear, the fear that the
problems arising out of one great war would resolve them-
selves, not in a peace, but in a new war . As the Fifth
Session of the Assembly opens, this danger has been brought
nearPr to us by the reality of warfare in Korea, Indeed,
as we debate the issues of peace and war in this Assembly,
men are fighting and dying in Korea for the cause of the
United Nations . ti1Te pay tribute to their gallantry and to
their devotion .

This war in Korea is but the continuation by
armed and open aggression of the policies which communist
imperialism has been pursuing by other means in othe r
states . It is part of the theory of comrunism that the
disruptions and dislocations of a post-war period give to
a comnunist minority its best chance to seize power by
force, and maintain it by the terror and repression of the
police state . Systematically the forces of communist
imperialism, in these last years, have been trying out
these theories in the four corners of the world . In .
countries where they have been able to depend upon the
direct support of the Soviet army, they have been successful .
Only one country in which Soviet forces were actually
present in the post-war period has been able to throiv off
the control of the Kremlin, and even that country now feels
itself to be gravely menaced . '4Vhether or not continental
China will be brought into the orbit of this international
conspiracy remains to be seen . We may hope, however ,
that the Chinese people, with their own age-old civiliza-
tion, with their traditional wisdom and patience, will
not walk into the trapo The consciousness of their own
great undeveloped resources and the strength of their
national feeling will we hope make them justly appre-
hensive of being exploited by Soviet imperialism .

In Korea, where the Soviet army had been
present in force and where a communist minority was
established in power in part of the country, conditions
seemed admirably suited for cor.>rnunist seizure of the
whole countryo This time, however, the attempt was more
open and violent than usual, and this time it met with
collective United Nations resistance . This is what makes
the aggression in Korea stand out, Despite all propaganda
camouflage, the fact that North Koreans invaded the
Republic of Korea was clear . This was not a coup d'état
engineered by a minority as in Czechoslovakia, nor a regime


